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1. INTRODUCTION
The limited supply of fossil fuels and their adverse environmental effects make it necessary to ﬁnd renewable and
clean energy sources. Of all the alternative fuels, hydrogen is now known to be a potential renewable substitute
for petroleum for the future.1 Hydrogen would be ideal as
a synthetic fuel because, it has a very high energy content per unit mass, it is highly abundant and its oxidation
product (water) is environmentally friendly. However, considerable difﬁculties exist associated with the efﬁcient production and storage of hydrogen for automotive or other
applications.2 Among these, ﬁnding an economically viable
and safe method of storing hydrogen on-board is the greatest hurdle.
Solid hydrogen storage using intermetallic compounds
has been a ﬁeld of intensive interest over the last decades
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and several investigations have been carried out to determine the fundamental properties of these materials, i.e.,
crystal structure, microchemistry, diffusivity, etc.2 3 Besides
hydrogen storage1 4–7 (which is the main application targeted in this work) such systems can be potentially useful
in a number of applications like hydrogen batteries,8–11
heat pumps,12–14 hydrogen isotopic separation,15 16 gas
compressors17–19 and refrigerators.20 Indeed, the hydriding/dehydriding kinetics of metal hydrides are relevant
to the design and application of various metal hydride
devices (cooling systems, power generators, batteries and
automobiles).21
The relationship between the metal hydride concentration (C), temperature (T), and pressure (P) deﬁnes the technical reaction kinetics22 23 and the performance of metal
hydride cooling systems.24 25 Therefore, the P-C-T correlation with experimental results is a key factor in any metal
hydride system.26
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In this work, TiFe-based alloys have been developed according to the stoichiometry Ti1−x Ax Fe1−y By
(A ≡ Zr; B ≡ Mn, V). The hydrogen solubility properties have been investigated to develop dynamic
hydrides of Ti-based alloys for hydrogen storage applications. The hydrogenation behavior of these
alloys has been studied, and their hydrogen storage capacities and kinetics have been evaluated.
Several activation modes, including activation at high temperatures under hydrogen pressure, have
been attempted for the as-milled powders. In order to clarify the structural/microstructural characteristics, and chemical composition before and after hydrogenation, X-Ray Diffraction (XRD),
EDAX—Mapping Analysis and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), have been carried out for the
samples. Modeling of the isotherms has been performed by using MATLAB programming. The maximum gravimetric density of 4.3 wt%, has been obtained on the sample with the BCC main phase.
The calculated enthalpy of reaction (H) is found to be about 4 kJ/mol.
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The AB-type intermetallics can store up to 1.8% hydrogen by weight with medium kinetics whereas the stability
of the hydrides varies. Among AB intermetallics, the TiFe
system has been studied for decades due to its moderate kinetics with relatively high equilibrium pressure
(4–5 atm) at room temperature. The low storage capacity and O2 , H2 O, CO poisoning problems could not be
solved for practical applications.27 According to Thompson et al.,28 TiFe has a CsCl-type structure which corresponds to Pm3m space group with a lattice parameter of
2.9789 Å. On the other hand, Miao et al.29 have found
that a V-based solid solution phase exists in such alloys,
which is associated to the Im3m space group with a lattice
parameter of 2.9650 Å.
The TiFe-based alloys are promising hydrogen storage materials, with low production cost and adequate (for
stationary and portable applications) hydrogen capacity.
However, they exhibit certain disadvantages such as, high
hydrogenation pressure, high activation temperature, and
large hysteresis.30–33 Furthermore, these compounds react
with hydrogen to form two hydrides, TiFeH and TiFeH2.
One promising way to improve TiFe properties, is by
substituting Ti and Fe by other elements, while its inherent advantages remain the same.34 Even so, there have
been few reports on the substitution of titanium, rather
than of iron in TiFe in order to improve the activation
properties.31 Therefore, it has been attempted to produce a
sample by substituting Ti by Zr in TiFe-type intermetallic
compounds.31 After Ti is substituted by a small amount of
Zr, the pressure plateau and hydrogen capacity decrease.31
This addition of Zr, results to an alloy with interesting
properties.34 In general, the Ti based alloys are less stable
than the Zr based alloys due to the lower atomic radius of
Ti compared to Zr (r Ti = 140 pm, rZr = 160 pm).35
In the present work, we have made an effort to develop
new TiFe-based alloys, by substituting Ti and Fe with
other elements. Properties and characteristics of the new
alloys are discussed on the basis of structural, microchemistry and interstitial hydrogen absorption/desorption
(IHAD) analysis.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
High purity granules of titanium, manganese, iron, vanadium and zirconium have been used with respect to the
stoichiometric proportion. Arc-melting has been employed
for the development of bulk materials by repeated welding, under pure (99.999%) argon atmosphere.36–38 The ascast samples were 3 g of mass. The produced buttons
have been cleaned in order to remove the poisoned surface of oxide ﬁlms. A high energy planetary ball miller
(RETSCH PM 400/2) has been used for the production
of the microsized powder, under pure argon atmosphere.
X-ray diffraction analysis of the alloys was carried out
on the powders, at room temperature by using Cu-K
2

radiation, in a SIEMENS D500 X-Ray diffractometer.
Rietveld analysis has been performed on the XRD patterns with the use of the RIETICA software.40 SEM/EDAX
analysis has been performed for microchemistry and
elementary mapping analysis. The pressure-compositiontemperature (PCT) isotherms have been traced on the
three samples via a high pressure, as high as 10 MPa,
Sievert’s-type volumetric apparatus. In addition, the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics and cycle stability of
the sample TiMn04 Fe02 V04 have been studied, using a
Magnetic Suspension Balance (Rubotherm). In this latter
equipment, hydrogen desorption and re-absorption, can be
investigated at constant hydrogen pressures in the range
from 1 to 20 MPa (ﬂow-through mode), i.e., covering the
operating pressure range of most PEM fuel cell systems.
The MATLAB software has been used for the simulation
of the resulting P-C-T curves.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
As shown in Figure 1, Rietveld analysis has been performed on the three samples. The main phase of the alloys
is the V-based solid solution phase with a BCC structure
which corresponds to Im3m space group. The hexagonal C14 Laves phase (MgZn2 -type of structure) and the
cubic C15 Laves phase (MgCu2 -type of structure) have
also been found as secondary phases. Some traces of C14
phase (a,b = 4.85740 Å, c = 8.06290 Å) at 8.86 wt% have
been calculated through the analysis. The Zr-free samples have the characteristic BCC main phase. As Mn has
been decreased and V has been increased, the C14 phase
weight percentage has decreased. In the Zr-doped sample,
the analysis has revealed three (at least) phases and the
C14 amount has increased remarkably, deteriorating the
BCC part crystallization. The C15 Laves phase coexists at
As-milled samples
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Fig. 1. Rietveld analysis of (a) TiMn04 Fe02 V04 , (b) TiMn01 Fe02 V07 ,
(c) Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 .
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examination of the microstructure indicates that the
TiMn04 Fe02 V04 , Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 alloys have three
phases. Microchemistry examinations and mapping analysis by EDAX, as shown in Table II, reveal that the brighter
regions are the matrix phase of Ti and V, while dark grey
regions are phases of pure Ti, with a lack of Fe and Mn.
The black spots at bottom left of the images are cavities that have resulted from the sample treatment process before an examination. For the Zr-doped sample, the
darker regions are the matrix phase, while brighter regions
are phases of pure Ti and Zr. These minor phases are not
present in X-ray diffraction patterns of the Zr-free samples. The three not ﬁtted small peaks in Figure 1(c), can be
possibly explained by the detected non-uniformities, that
are associated to the Zr (Table II—white region (3)).
As for Figure 7, it is easily palpable that the cyclic
hydrogenation/dehydrogenation procedure affects the compact structure of the grains and cracks are beginning to
appear. This is explained by the change of volume of the
unit cell, as the hydrogen atoms are placed inside the cell,
and the whole grain begins to expand. This effect is desirable in relation to the formation of new surfaces, but it has
to be investigated, until what stage of fragmentation, this
effect is positive, because this could result into an amorphous material.
For the activation and the hydrogen absorption/
desorption measurements, a Sievert’s-type volumetric
apparatus has been used, in a layout like the one shown
in Figure 9. All parts and connections as well as the container (whose maximum capacity is about 1 g of metal
powder) are made of stainless steel. Around the container there is an electric heater, while the temperature is
measured by a thermocouple. Before each measurement,
this device vacuums every single part and uses helium in
order to determine the volume of the specimen inside the
container.
As shown in Figure 10 and as expected, the
TiMn01 Fe02 V07 alloy has faster hydrogenation kinetics at
the beginning of hydrogenation when the hydrogen content is low. After 18—20 minutes, the container’s pressure
was stabilized for each pressure range (or there was no
signiﬁcant pressure drop, so we were moving to the next

Table I. Structural characteristics of TiMn04 Fe02 V04 , TiMn01 Fe02 V07 , Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 alloys.

Samples
TiMn04 Fe02 V04
TiMn01 Fe02 V07
Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04

∗

Space
group
(No.)

Lattice parameters (Å)
Phase

a

Im3m
P63/mmc
Im3m
P63/mmc
Im3m
P63/mmc
Fd3m

b.c.c.
C14
b.c.c.
C14
b.c.c.
C14
C15

30759
48767
30886
48574
33409
51811
69076

c

Cell
volume
(Å3 )

Phase
abundance
(wt%)

80581
—
80629
—
83834
—

2910584
19163936
2946354
19023876
3728983
15131389
32959570

8123
1877
9114
886
3011
4537
2453

Reﬁnement parameters*
Rp

Rwp

2

13213

17667

2443

11279

11279

2464

11978

16171

4793

Rp , the pattern factor, Rwp , the weighted pattern factor,  2 , the goodness of ﬁt
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high concentrations (∼25 wt%). The V-rich sample seems
to be an almost single phase alloy. As it has been expected
from,31 the V-poor sample (with higher C14 concentration)
is associated to better HAD characteristics.
Table I summarizes the lattice parameters, unit cell
volumes and phase percentages of TiMn04 Fe02 V04 ,
TiMn01 Fe02 V07 , and Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 , that have
been calculated after the Rietveld reﬁnement on the X-ray
diffraction patterns. It has been reported that the hydrogen storage capacity of the hydrogen absorbing phase
is affected by the unit cell volume.39 The V-based solid
solution phase itself can only absorb a small hydrogen amount, but its hydrogen absorption capacity can be
greatly improved by the catalysis of the C14 Laves phase
in alkaline solution. However, the hydrogen absorption
capacity of the C14 Laves phase is lower than that of the
V-based solid solution phase.39 This is the reason why we
have made more analysis on the ﬁrst sample (V-poor), to
discover the inﬂuence of the C14 Laves phase on the properties of the BCC solid solution and the hydrogen storage
ability of the sample.
The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and the
integral breadth (area of the peak divided by the maximum intensity) are often considered as a measure of the
broadening of the diffraction peaks. If the FWHM of the
reﬂections of a line proﬁle, increases with the diffraction
angle, the broadening is called isotropic otherwise it is
termed as an anisotropic peak broadening (Figs. 2–4). This
anisotropic line shape broadening is frequently observed
in powder diffraction pattern and creates a serious difﬁculty for the Rietveld analysis.41 It is a simple and welldeﬁned number which can be used to compare the quality
of images obtained under different observing conditions.
Evidently, the peak broadening is isotropic for each sample
and phase, and the Rietveld reﬁnement is well done.
After the hydrogenation—dehydrogenation procedure,
the grain size of the powders has been obviously affected
and the decrease of the grain size can be identiﬁed by
the peaks’ broadening in the X-ray powder diffraction patterns, in Figure 5.
The SEM/EDAX analysis (Figs. 6–8) has shown that
the alloys are multiphase systems. The metallographic
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Full width half maximum of theoretical Rietveld analysis of TiMn04 Fe02 V04 alloy, for the Im3m phase and the C14 Laves phase, respectively.

Fig. 3.

Full width half maximum of theoretical Rietveld analysis of TiMn01 Fe02 V07 alloy, for the Im3m phase and the C14 Laves phase, respectively.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Full width half maximum of theoretical Rietveld analysis of Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 alloy, for the Im3m phase, the C14 and C15 Laves phase,
respectively.
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Samples after hydrogenation cycles
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Fig. 5. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of (a) TiMn04 Fe02 V04 -H,
(b) TiMn01 Fe02 V07 -H, (c) Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 -H alloys.

Fig. 6. SEM images of (a) TiMn04 Fe02 V04 (b) TiMn01 Fe02 V07 and
(c) Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 .
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at 523 K. Vacuum has been applied for about a half
hour, and the whole procedure was repeated once more
before the measurement. The reason why this sample
absorbs hydrogen at the dehydrogenation process seems
to be that not all surfaces are clean and activated, even
after reaching the high pressure. One important problem here is the remaining hydrogen in the material,
which means that a stable metal hydride has been created
at 303 K.
The activation of the sample consists of a heat treatment
at 523 K and a hydrogen pressure of about 3 MPa. The next
step is to let the alloy to absorb hydrogen while its temperature is decreased to 273 K. Vacuum has been applied at

Fig. 8.

Mapping images of TiMn01 Fe02 V07 .
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pressure step), which means that the material has more or
less fast kinetics.
Figure 11, shows the effect of hydrogen absorption as
a function of time and temperature. The biggest slope
change has been obtained after freezing the sample container in ice.
Due to the similar stoichiometry of the three compounds, it was decided that the measurements (Fig. 12)
would be conducted under different conditions, in order
to study different aspects of their reaction. Moreover, the
best reaction between these three alloys, was found to be
that of the TiMn04 Fe02 V04 , and thus this alloy was chosen
for further hydrogen absorption/desorption measurements
using a Magnetic Suspension Balance.
Figure 12(a) shows a comparison of the isotherms of
TiMn04 Fe02 V04 at 303 K after activation procedures.
The activation has a major inﬂuence on the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation behavior, and the activation procedure for every measurement is described below. The ﬁrst
measurement has been performed on the as-milled sample, after the laundry process under 2 MPa of hydrogen

Fig. 7. SEM images of TiMn04 Fe02 V04 (a) before and (b), (c) after
hydrogenation.
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Table II. Elemental and atomic stoichiometry of the TiMn04 Fe02 V04 , TiMn01 Fe02 V07 , Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 hydrogen storage alloys.
TiMn04 Fe02 V04 (1), TiMn01 Fe02 V07 (2), Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 (3)
Matrix

Dark region

White region

Weight %
(1)
5032
1922
1633
1370
—

(2)
4858
3265
460
1417
—

(3)
1379
1928
1074
1093
4526

(1)
4829
2524
1566
1056
—

303 K for about 18 hrs. This second measurement shows
clearly how the activation cycle affected the behavior of
the material. It seems that a stable hydride has been created at the temperature of 523 K, and thus the alloy cannot
reversibly absorb hydrogen, since it has already absorbed
some amount during activation.
The third measurement has been performed after two
activation cycles. In the previous as well as in this measurement, there is a little amount of remaining hydrogen
in the material and this is the major advantage of the
activation process on the material. However, in this case,
the maximum hydrogen concentration has been reduced,
which probably means that there is a stable hydride
remaining from previous measurements.
The isotherm of hydrogen absorption-desorption for
the ﬁne powdered TiMn01 Fe02 V07 sample at 393 K is
shown in Figure 12(b). As temperature increases, the
pressure plateau increases as well, and the hydrogen
storage capacity is reduced, as expected.31 The typical TiFe-type of compounds has a pressure plateau at
about 0.8–1 MPa at room temperature and the slope has
increased as other dopants (Al) substitutes Fe.39 There is
no presence of pressure plateau in the P-C-T curve at
393 K, as it has been expected observed in other relevant
compositions.
Figure 12(c) shows a comparison of the hydrogen
pressure—composition isotherms of Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02
V04 at 273 K with different activation modes. In this case
too, the measurement has been performed with the sample

(2)
9155
736
036
072
—

(3)
—
—
—
—
—

(1)
—
—
—
—
—

(2)
—
—
—
—
—

(3)
1500
852
492
463
6693

as—milled and the only preparation has been a laundry
process under 4 MPa of hydrogen at 423 K. After the system had been stabilized, vacuum was applied for about
a half hour, and the whole procedure was repeated once
more before the measurement.
The activation of the sample for the second measurement, has been carried out at 473 K to 273 K and at a
hydrogen pressure of 3 MPa. After that, vacuum has been
applied at 473 K for approximately 20 h. The conclusion from these two last measurements is that the activation process deteriorates albeit at a small extent, the
hydrogen related properties of the material. This might be
justiﬁed by the addition of Zr, which partly solves the
poisoning problems of the metal hydride. For this sample, the maximum concentration is small, as we expected,
compared to the other samples, because of the presence
of Zr.
For the measurements shown in Figures 13 and 14, the
activation has been carried out at 523 K and at a pressure of 3–3.5 MPa, using different temperature variations
versus time. After the activation, two different modes of
dehydrogenation have been used. For the measurement
of Figure 12, the dehydrogenation pressure was 0 MPa,
while the dehydrogenation pressure of the measurement
of Figure 13 varied from 0 MPa to 0.1 MPa, after each
reversed cycle. The maximum absorbed hydrogen was
1.01
Absorption at 313 K
1.00
0.99

Pi /Po
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6

Layout of the high pressure Sievert’s type volumetric apparatus.

Fig. 10.

Pressure kinetics of TiMn01 Fe02 V07 .
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Kinetic curve of TiMn0.4Fe0.2V0.4
during activation procedure (523 K - 273 K)
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Fig. 12. P-C-T curves of (a) TiMn04 Fe02 V04 (black: Vacuum at 523 K,
red: Activation at 523 K - 1 cycle, blue: Activation at 523 K - 2 cycles),
(b) TiMn01 Fe02 V07 , (c) Ti04 Zr06 Mn04 Fe02 V04 (magenta: Measurement
without activation, orange: Measurement after activation at 473 K - 1
cycle).
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indicates very good agreement between the measurement
and the model within the range of the pressure plateau.
According to Payá et al.,42 the polynomial ﬁtting model is
not expected to be sufﬁciently accurate with regard to the
narrowing of the plateau region at high temperatures. It has
to be noted that this model is valid only for the calculation
of the equilibrium pressure, and it cannot be used inversely
for the calculation of the metal hydride concentration.38
The reaction enthalpy (H ) is the energy that the system
rejects during hydrogen absorption (hydride formation) or
needs in order for the hydrogen to be desorbed. The calculated reaction enthalpy H from the ﬁtted curve with
a 9th order polynomial is presented in Table III, and the
enthalpy resulting from the experimental data (slope of the
line in the second part of Fig. 14) is 4587 Jmol−1 . This
means that the error (percentage difference between the
two values of H ) is only 15%, an acceptable range as
reported in other cases.38
Hydrogen Content (wt.%)

Activation at 423 K - 1 cycle. Measurement at 393 K (b)
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Fig. 13. Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics of TiMn04 Fe02 V04
(1).
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Fig. 14. Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics of TiMn04 Fe02 V04
(2).
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about 4.3 wt%, but the amount of the desorbed hydrogen
was about 1.5 wt%. We observe that there is a small but
steady increase of the maximum concentration of hydrogen
after each cycle, which is explained by the fragmentation
of the material and the formation of new surfaces. Nevertheless, the desorbed hydrogen after each cycle is not
too much, and this could be explained by the formation
of stable hydrides during the activation at high temperatures. So, activation is really necessary, at least for these
materials, but the question could be at what temperature
is the activation more effective, in order to avoid formation of stable hydrides. However, this effect is reversible,
as a great amount of hydrogen is desorbed when the temperature rises up again after the activation, as Figure 14
shows.
As shown in Figure 15, the absorption curves of the
TiMn04 Fe02 V04 alloy have been simulated with a 9th order
polynomial, using the MATLAB software. Table II lists the
ﬁtting parameters for these two P-C-T isotherms. Figure 14
Measurement at 303 K

2

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

t (h)

Fig. 11. Pressure versus time, P(t), curve of TiMn04 Fe02 V04 during
activation.
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Table III. Fitting parameters of the polynomial ﬁtting method.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Parameters

In this work, TiFe-based alloys have been prepared and
the Rietveld analysis has revealed that the systems are
multiphase. All samples have the characteristic BCC main
phase but small amounts of C14 and C15 Laves phases coexist with the main phase. The BCC phase itself can only
absorb a small hydrogen amount, but its hydrogen absorption capacity can be greatly improved by the catalyst of the
C14 Laves phase. However, C14 Laves phase should be as
a secondary, catalyst phase, otherwise, it has the adverse
effect for the maximum hydrogen absorption. The maximum gravimetric density of 4.3 wt%, has been obtained
on the sample with the BCC main phase. The presence of
Zr favors the formation of the C15 Laves phase, and deteriorates the maximum absorption, since it intercepts the
crystallization of the BCC phase. P-C-T curves for absorption have been simulated with a 9th order polynomial ﬁtting, in order to evaluate the enthalpy of reaction H and
compare it with the one calculated from the experimental
data. There is a good agreement between the simulated and
experimental isotherms and the error for the calculation of
enthalpy is only 15%.

TiMn04 Fe02 V04


T

60  C

30 C
30  C
3898 (Jmol−1 ) (exp)
4587 (Jmol−1 ) (calc)

Tref
H
k0
k1
k2
k3
k4
k5
k6
k7
k8
k9

0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
6.69E+04
0.00E+00
−1.06E+05
7.23E+04
−1.39E+04

0.00E+00
1.70E+05
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
0.00E+00
−1.30E+05
0.00E+00
1.21E+05
−6.60E+04
1.04E+04

The above approach is based on ﬁtting one reference
isotherm with a 9th order polynomial as follows.
Pref =

9


ki C i

(1)

where the parameters of Pref , ki , and C, are the experimental reference pressure, the ﬁtting parameters and the
concentration at the pressure plateau, respectively.
In order to evaluate equilibrium pressure at different
temperatures than the reference isotherm Tref , we employ
to the Van’t Hoff law, obtaining the following relationship:


P
H 1
1
ln
=
−
(2)
Pref
R T Tref
Thus, the enthalpy of reaction can be calculated from
Eq. (3):


P
R
H =
· ln 9
(3)
i
1/T − 1/Tref 
0 ki C

1.2

Measurement at 303 K
Measuremen at 333 K

2.50
2.45

1.1

2.40
2.35

1.0

2.30

-ΔH/R

2.25
2.20

0.9

E 0 [mV]

Pressure (MPa)
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0
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0.48 0.50 0.52 0.54

Hydrogen Content (wt %)

3.00 3.05 3.10 3.15 3.20 3.25 3.30

1000/T [10-3K-1]

Fig. 15. P-C-T curves and van’t Hoff equation diagram of TiMn04 Fe02
V04 (Symbols represent the experimental data while lines are made from
the 9th order polynomial approach).
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